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NEW FINISH CARE INSTRUCTIONS – CUSTOMER MUST READ
Your Finish carries a Limited-Lifetime warranty, but the most critical part of that care is in
the first 45 Days.
When the factory paints the vehicle on the assembly line, that vehicle is not shipped out
immediately for sale. It still has to go through many other assembly points, and then
after that, sits in the yard waiting for shipping. Once shipped it goes through a week or
more of transit, and then sits at the dealership yet some more waiting for a sale.
We do not have the luxury of keeping your vehicle here for 45 days while the paint fully
cures. So as the owner you have some responsibility in ensuring the final product is
allowed to fully cure.
DO:
1. Keep your vehicle clean, but when possible use a contact-less wash system
2. Touch Up any stone chips that occur, and if washing off bugs, use a clean soft brush
or mitt rather than pressure washer
3. If power washing maintain at least 3 feet of distance between the wand and any
paint surfaces of your vehicle, and use a fan pattern of at least 25 degrees
DO NOT:
1. DO NOT POWER WASH OFF TAR, OR HIT ANY STONE CHIPS WITH DIRECT PRESSURE
WATER OR AIR. This is extremely critical, as the interlock between the basecoat and
the clearcoat has not yet cured fully
2. Do Not Go through aggressive automatic car washes, brush scratches will occur
easier on fresh paint, and the aggressive detergents used can harm the new paint
surface
3. Do Not Wax your vehicle until the curing process is complete, waxing can lock in the
paint not allowing it to breath, extending the curing process dramatically
Thank-You for reading
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